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Hello

My name is Kelly Davidson, and I would like to make a submission re ACT Public
Libraries on behalf of my family (myself, my husband, and my 3 children aged 10, 8 and
7).

The ACT Public Libraries services (both physical and digital) are integral to our family. 
We visit the library every week - it is not uncommon for us to hold in excess of 40 items at
any one time, across a range of resources and interests.  We borrow books, e-books, music
CDs, DVDs and magazines.  We are all avid readers, and the ACT Public Libraries enable
us to keep up a reading habit that would be completely unsustainable if we had to buy
books.  We signed the children up as library members while they were still babies, and as
well as attending many years of story time and free holiday activities, the children have all
benefitted enormously from ACT Public Libraries wide range of material.  

Our local library is the Dickson library, and we were devastated when it was shut earlier
this year.  It was difficult for us to get to other libraries - and I'd never realised until this
point how important it is to have an easily accessible, local library if you are a regular
library goer.  When we go to the Dickson library (even in its current half completed state)
we feel at home.  It's a safe place for us, and a place that brings us all joy.  I love seeing the
variety of people who go to the Dickson library - all socioeconomic levels, all ages, and
many ethnicities.  It's hard to imagine anyone who wouldn't feel comfortable in the
Dickson library - and it's wonderful to know as ACT ratepayers that our rates are
contributing to something as valuable to the community as the Dickson library is.

The range of resources that the ACT Public Libraries makes available is wonderful.  We
all love that we can order anything online and have it delivered from another library to
Dickson library free of charge.  We also love the variety of what the library holds - and
that we can access things like documentaries that are hard to find, magazines that are
expensive, and e-books for our e-readers.

Over the years, we have visited the library at all sorts of times.  When the children were
babies and toddlers it was best to visit early morning while they were still fresh; now that
they're all at school we visit in the late afternoon or on the weekends.  We're grateful that
the Dickson library is open every day and for such long hours each day - there's rarely a
time when we can't find a suitable time to visit.  

It's wonderful that Dickson library provides clean toilets - this was particularly appreciated
when the children were toilet training, and being able to easily access toilets became a
limiting factor for where we could visit in a day.  

The library staff at all the libraries we have visited in the ACT have always been
professional, knowledgable, accommodating and courteous.  They're a fantastic asset to
each and every library!

In summary - we are all avid fans of the ACT Public Libraries, and we'd love to see them
continue to provide such a wonderful service for the people of the ACT.  In a world that is
increasingly expensive, consumer driven, and isolated - ACT Public Libraries continue to
provide a welcoming and safe place for the community to gather.  
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Kind regards
The Davidson Family
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